Get Travel Ready!
It is time to reimagine the
traveller experience.
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“A travel brand is not only a logo
but also a journey”
Natalia Bayona
Innovation director UNWTO
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The Traveller Journey
Marketers often seek to create order out of chaos;
to force audiences into ‘segments’, booking
journeys into ‘funnels’’. To create short term desire,
not long term demand.
Designers think differently. Designers create
products and experiences that have demand
‘baked in’, where the quality of the product and
the experience is, at least in part, also the
marketing.

Sara’s must see in Madeira //
Sunrise at pico do areeiro
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Traveller’s Journey
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GET TRAVEL READY

Inspire me!
The trip begins when you start daydreaming
about it!
The craving for adventure has only multiplied
since COVID-19 began. Plant the seed and be
there(active) for when they dream of their next
adventure!
Use technology and creativity to grab the
attention of potential travellers and provide a real
sense of the travel experience.

Paulo’s must see in Abu Dhabi //
Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque 5

GET TRAVEL READY

Inspire me!
Strategy & Research

User Experience

Content strategy

Analytics & Metrics

Social Monitoring to understand
trends in search + conversations.

Brand design, its image and feel, is
crucial when attracting prospect
travellers and
provoking intrigue.

Formats: In this phase it is
common to capitalise on UGC
and content generated by
"brand ambassadors".

Having a brand well positioned to
be top of mind for people.

The feeling of "I want to be there
too" is more likely to be achieved
from earned content or "earned
voices".

Lookalikes: Use of similar
audiences. Starting with the
customer's internal BDD, the
advertising platform can look for
people who have behaviors similar
to those of that BDD. These
audiences will in turn be more
open to hearing your message.

Co-creation: research involving
users to understand where
inspiration occurs, particularly
among lesser-known targets.

There is an opportunity to
leverage 'Branded Content' that
generates inspiration over
multiple options (interactive
maps, adventures with
ambassadors, mini-series in
speciﬁc locations, etc.).

Media-level Creatives: To inspire
users we have to try to impact
them on platforms they don't
expect. For example, Amazon
supports video advertising aimed
at generating brand displays, nor
direct purchases.
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GET TRAVEL READY

Make research fun!
Engage with your Brand! Research is an
undervalued experience opportunity. This
is when excitement and anticipation builds
ahead of buying decisions on trains, planes
and destinations.
Make sure you’re covering your ground online.
Make it immersive, how does your experience ﬁt
their wants compared to other brands?

Anna’s go to getaway
in Italy // Cinque Terre
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GET TRAVEL READY

Make research fun!
User Experience

Content strategy

Analytics & Metrics

Design of immersive, multimedia websites.

Step away from sales-heavy messaging, and
focus instead on emotive and attractive content
to draw the attention of users and stand out
from the crowd.

Search engines: Have a presence (not only on
Google) through search advertisements (SEM).
In addition to a strategy of advertising by
destination, by type of travel and experience, it is
necessary to have a complementary approach
dedicated to longtail words that do not have to
be transactional.

Creation of emotional and aspirational websites
to create the experience before the
journey begins.
Design of travel conﬁgurators and comparators.
Development of SEO oriented websites.

An opportunity to generate content marketing
or "research support" - solving queries at FAQ
level according to the audience
- Guide on how to choose your destination
- Guide on how to make your trip as cheap as
possible
- Interactive games: requesting information to
generate recommended destinations
- FAQs with ambassadors or experts
- Guidelines or videos, etc.

Target Landings, not catchment sites, but they
shouldn’t be generic websites either.
Remember, people who enter these landings,
will be retargeted at later with much more
accurate purchase messages. As a result, target
landings must have valuable content that the
user may ﬁnd relevant.
Data capture: In a research phase, it may also
make sense to try to capture leads. That is, once
the user has reached the landing page, offer
them valuable information about a site only
accessible via subscription a newsletter
for example.
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GET TRAVEL READY

The joy of booking!
Too many traveller booking journeys are
abandoned because of UX that interrupt and
frustrate the user. Consider, people now constantly
switch between smartphones and desktops to
double-check prices.
Does your booking system add joy and not pain to
the traveller experience?

Bea’s wow moment
in the Ukraine // Kyiv
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GET TRAVEL READY

The joy of booking!
User Experience

Content strategy

Analytics & Metrics

Designing smooth, simple and multi-device
booking processes.

Prioritise portfolio over a unique experiences.
Every traveller is unique Create a space where
users can engage with all the combinations
available, rather than focusing on the most
popular options.

Data-driven attribution models: Only with these
models can we determine the most optimal
media mix to maximise ROAS taking into
account all platforms where we launch
paid advertising.

Content supported by Customer Care.
conversational strategy that leads to
personalized experiences on social.

DMP: It is vital to have an audience
management tool where you can cluster all the
users for whose data you already have (1st party
data) and re-impact them with relevant content
to achieve a purchase. This re-impact can be
done through MKT Automation or through
external advertising platforms.

Campaign-basis selling. Season content
planning allows deeper messages and recall
with users.
- Offers and ﬂash promotions- Proactive or
reactive Customer Service promotion toolsWarranties, insurance, etc.

Campaign optimisation: Improving ROAS not
only involves good platform selection based on
what the attribution model tells you, but also
optimisation of ad creatives (through A/B
testing), adjustment of the bidding system and
optimised campaign architectures.
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GET TRAVEL READY

Anticipation limbo
Keep them engaged - There’s nothing better than
the build up before a trip!
Thinking about what you’ll pack, where you’ll go,
what you’ll do. The very best traveller experiences
are enhanced by brands who use digital to build
anticipation and excitement before your feet have
left the ground.

Melanie’s escape in the
Maldives // Koodoo Island
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GET TRAVEL READY

Anticipation limbo
Strategy & Research

User Experience

Content strategy

Analytics & Metrics

Emotion builds up when shared.
This is the most intimate
connection point.

Creation of private digital spaces,
where customers can ﬁnd
audiovisual material about their
destination, information about
activities and even meet other
travellers.

Takeover experiences. Users go
along other traveler’s trip in order
to create expectation and note
down any personal
recommendations.

MKT Automation: Pre-targeting
content, complementary
pre-targeting offers, content from
other travellers in that destination,

Relational marketing. Users
express their excitement or
worries just before the experience,
build up those feelings by
engaging in the conversation.
Community strategy. Gather
those who are in the same point
of the travel journey, and let them
interact in a real and natural way
with those travelers equal to them.

Design of automatic systems to
keep the conversation open with
the customer.

“Saved for later” content. Create
content that will be read today
but consumed and experienced in
the destination, such as “want to
go places”, localization content
and guides.

Retargeting: Focused on branding
with inspirational content for that
destination.

Personalised travel guides, tips
and tricks, travel rules...
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GET TRAVEL READY

Amazing experiences
You’ve landed! Now the enjoyment really starts.
But does it? Focus on delivering exceptional
customer experiences, this will be crucial for the
post-pandemic travel rush.
How will your brand make the traveller experience,
from landing, to transit, to check in, to activities, as
delightful as possible.

Laura’s moment of zen
in Spain // Navarra
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GET TRAVEL READY

Amazing experiences
Strategy & Research

User Experience

Content strategy

Analytics & Metrics

Focus group to understand
experiences at the destination.

Design and development of apps
for the enjoyment of the trip: a
personal diary, a contact diary or a
means to book activities at the
destination, for instance.

Email is a great tool to promote
content improving the user's
experience at the destination.
Content of interest about the
place visited; services of the place
that can be complementary to the
trip

MKT automation: Emails and push
notiﬁcations with reminders of
possible activities while the user is
enjoying the trip.

Point-check analysis system, to
determine degree of satisfaction.
Online monitoring to anticipate
crises in real time

Online check-in/customer service
softwares to minimise
human-contact
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GET TRAVEL READY

Traveller’s tales
From loyalty programmes, to customer reviews
and advocacy, you need to make sure the amazing
experiences you provide are shared and enjoyed.
Your customer had such a positive experience that
they told their friends about you. You now have a
brand ambassador to provide you with free word
of mouth marketing.

Sara’s hidden treasure
in Spain // Majorca 15
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Traveller’s tales
Strategy & Research

User Experience

Content strategy

Analytics & Metrics

Social monitoring to understand
which topics and in which spheres
the journey has been shared, to
see where improvements can be
made.

Creation of private digital spaces
for travellers, where they can
organise their photos and travel
diaries, create videos and share
them with others.

User generated content push.

MKT automation: Encouraging the
user to leave their opinion, is
crucial, and doing it through MKT
Automation is even more
important, as communications
will be much more personalised,
including their destination, the
number of days they were away,
their name and email address, etc.

Internal ambassadors and experts
Challenge campaigns +
inﬂuencers
Real-Time or Live dynamics
Brand Advocacy via customer
programme

Referrals: Another way promote
advocacy is to join a referral
programme: for each customer
who buys a trip with a
personalised link, they will be
awarded points that can then be
exchanged for prizes, discounts
and more.
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“the new reality we are facing is a great
opportunity to challenge our creativity and
innovation to meet the new expectations and
needs of our customers”
Iñaki Bau
Palladium Hotel Group
Corporate Brand Strategy Sr. Director
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Our clients
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Data. Design. Creativity. Tech.

Barcelona · Brighton · Ciudad de México · Madrid
goodrebels.com · @GoodRebels

